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        easter swims

            we're not quite managing daily swims now, as i'm back working in the city part time
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        off-island adventure

            Moments from the ferry from Waiheke Island into Auckland city today... Beautiful day, beautiful light.
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        on the equinox

            slippers. wine. my new woolly hat. the perfect song for dancing, mercurial weather, quiet light. ripe avocados and eggs from
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        nz travel • the rainbow road

            traversing the rainbow road in the south island of new zealand
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        bookshelf snoopery

            Never trust anyone whose TV is bigger than their book shelf
- Emilia Clarke

i am completely—and unapologetically—someone
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        simplifying

            I've moved my site from Wordpress to Ghost.
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        friday morning

            the day after leap day, morning sunlight filtering through the trees, making the undersides of the boughs shine golden. long-limbed
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        outdoor pursuits // fort stony batter

            These summer days, spent outdoors, blessed by sunlight and embracing outdoor pursuits.





Weekends with chores swiftly accomplished, then adventures close
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        pīpīwharauroa // shining cuckoo

            every spring i’m excited for the return of the pīpīwharauroa // shining cuckoo. their distinctive melody is a harbinger for
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            i’ve cycled the long way home today


past a river of canada geese and


cormorants drying their wings in
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